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(1) Trade tensions easing, (2) China’s easing is working and (3) Fed’s flexibility and patience will lift global 

growth from 2Q19 onwards – in other words we are moving through the trough in growth now.

Source: Haver Analytics, Morgan Stanley Research forecasts. 

Our global framework: An easing trio
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China’s imports to improve

Source: Markit, Haver Analytics, CEIC,  Morgan Stanley Research

All eyes on China

PMIs have rebounded in a broad-based manner 

We are tracking (1) real imports to assess the overall growth momentum in China and its spillover impact to the 

rest of the world and (2) global manufacturing PMIs for assessing the broader trend in global growth. 
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Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics,  Morgan Stanley Research

In the US: The Fed sees low inflation as a problem 
Inflation has been mostly below the FOMC’s 2% target since 2012.
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The Fed has moved to the sidelines for the rest of the year
Responding to increased downside risks to the outlook and persistently low inflation, the Fed will not hike rates 

again until well into next year.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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Recession probability remains relatively low

Note: Gray shading denotes periods of recession as defined by the NBER. 
Source: National Bureau of Economic Research,  Morgan Stanley Research

With an easier backdrop of financial conditions both in the US and abroad our model points to a relatively low 

recession probability over the next 12 months.
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The youthful demographic surge in the US sets it apart from other 

developed economies

Source: United Nations, Morgan Stanley Research

Gen Z population of G10 countries — percent 
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Working-age population set to expand in US 
while shrinking on average across the G10
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America's youthful population provides a lift to potential growth 

Note: Generations continue to grow beyond birth years due to immigration.
Source: Congressional Budget Office, Census Bureau, Morgan Stanley Research
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Full economic punch of the Y/Z youth boom is on the horizon

Source: Census Bureau, Morgan Stanley Research

Demographics suggest trend consumption growth bottoms at 1.7% now, then steps up to a 2.5% 

average pace in 2030s
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AlphaWise Survey identifies key continuities between Gens Y & Z

Source: Alphawise, Morgan Stanley Research

Graduating from college continues to be a 

top priority

Gen Z plans to have the same number of children as 

Gen Y
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Sector preferences and opportunities in alignment

Source: Alphawise, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Morgan Stanley Research
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